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ADDIE BROWNLEE, DOLLY PARTON, MARTHA WAINWRIGHT

Weds: Addie Brownlee Sings
Dolly Parton w. Martha
Wainwright @ Living Room
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If her voice puts in mind the smoky tones
of Dusty Springfield, alt-country singersongwriter Addie Brownlee calls out Dolly
Parton as her biggest influence by a mile.
One of Brownlee’s favorite crowdresponse moments came after a set in
which she’d covered a Parton song;
someone came up to her and said, "My
love for Dolly Parton is not ironic." (We
agree. You have to own your love of Dolly
Parton, in the same way you have to own
your love of Neil Diamond. Irony just
cheapens it.)
So it’s no surprise that Brownlee’s January
19 show at the Living Room (which she graced last fall with a fiery
performance during CMJ) is planned as a tribute of sorts to the grande
dame of country on the very day the latter turns 65. Joining Brownlee at
the Dolly Parton birthday party is Martha Wainwright, who appears on
Brownlee’s 2010 EP East of Leaving (including the track Sea Legs, which
you can download free via the link below). Aside from the fact that both
women traffic in gorgeously raw lyrics and achy harmonies, Brownlee’s
producer on the EP was Brad Albetta, Wainwright’s bassist, producer and
husband (not in that order).
Sea Legs – Addie Brownlee mp3 download (via Facebook)
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TheRealYLT Tonight at @tipitinas New
Orleans! William Tyler 10:00, YLT spins
the wheel at 11!
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I Beg Your Parton: Addie Brownlee Sings Dolly with Special Guest Martha
Wainwright. Wednesday January 19, 8PM at the Living Room, 154
Ludlow Street; 212-673-5179. Tickets $10 at the door.

TheRealYLT We did some stuff for this
new book by "Delocated"'s Jon Glaser,
which is called "My Dead Dad Was In ZZ
Top." http://tinyurl.com/4sn58...
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QtipTheAbstract RT @questlove: damn.
wonder what woulda happened in nov
2000 if democrats in america had
1/64th of the webbles ...
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What I'm listening to: Hello? Goodbye! - Lake Street Dive
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Elizabeth Bougerol
…is probably listening to, writing about,
or making music right now. (Or eating, or
traveling.)
Stacey Anderson
Stacey Anderson’s past employment
highlights include selling watches to
Coldplay and chasing spiders from the
dressing rooms at Carnegie Hall. She lives
in East Village and also writes for Spin
and the Village Voice.

